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Greetings to all of our Satanic Warriors.

As many of you know, Angelfire just arbitrarily shut down our website in a typically
yid terrorist attack where something disappears as per usual one sweet morning
without any explanation, or reasoning, or anything related. This is typical of how the
enemy thinks and operates, they only know rogue warfare, in particular also against
people that they have lost. 

The accusation here was more the shady new Wrongtalk and Wrongthink 1984,
legally nonsensical and murky term "Hate Speech", I.e., Gentiles having their own
root  religion  re-discovered  and  ditching  Abrahamic  programs,  which  is
inconceivable  to  the  enemy.  There  was  no  word  of  hatred  hosted  under  this
particular site, but you know, a communist purge is a communist purge. It can't be
else in 1984 world.

A milestone has been reached with very, very hard work. To start, we have regained
after repeated attempts our domain which is  http://www.joyofsatan.org . We were
aware of how to retrieve this, but without going into many details, due to the nature
of the situations around this whole problematic incident, it required harder pressure
to get this back than normal procedures. 

Typical religious discrimination is here. If we wore Hijab and we were preaching
universal Jihad, not only we would be left alone, but universally helped, accepted,
maybe even have our mayor in London,  named Sadiq.  Abrahamic cults and all
sorts of terrorist in the present century are treated way better and in more humane
manners than people who just oppose or think differently of the status quo, this is
what this world is coming too. 

This is therefore Information War.

As a result, both the .com and the .org on this domain are now operational. There is
still chance there can be some broken pages as one can understand this is a huge
work to fix everything but it will eventually be fine.

We also do have a Portal as everyone knows which is http://www.SatanIsGod.Org,
where many of our other sites are contained. We also do possess another Mirror
website which will host more mirrors of already existing webpages and translated
pages a new domain that will soon be up. All sites will be put there so they cannot
be taken down, and/or for backup reasons.

The management and work put in all of these is just beyond comprehension. I had
no life when I was working on all of these for months, this was an insane work,
creating a huge milestone for us and safeguarding our websites and keeping the

https://ancient-forums.com/viewtopic.php?p=84310#p84310
http://www.SatanIsGod.Org/
http://www.joyofsatan.org/


truth alive. Needless to say a lot of pride has went into this work. I want to also
thank the people that were waiting and co-operating with their patience during this
time, as this was a brutal amount of work.

Last but not least, the JoS Activism is now open so we can progressively organize
spreading information on the internet. 

Below you can join and start working on this forum. The idea is also we may have
monthly or weekly assignments. We will co-ordinate this as time goes, and this will
also include members who are doing well in this and delivering results. This is most
important to maintain the truth and also fight in the face of brutal censorship and the
general impersonation of the borg world that we are living into today.

There is no capitulation or option here. We fight for the future of our world, our
children, our races, and our core spiritual culture, our VERY existence, spiritually
and  materially.  No  compromise,  hard  work,  and  doing  what  we  have  to  do  is
mandatory.  

Our enemy has AI's,  media rule,  infinite funding and buildings filled with cheap
mexican labor to shape "public opinion", large platforms, internet "force" that they
use to  deceive  and misinform Gentiles  on  a  consistent  basis,  censorship,  fake
moral signalling, the usual use of violence and terror that is very frequent of them to
do on their enemies and so forth. 

And even at this height of all tools, they have just flipped out at popular awakening.
They own the world and they cannot contain the awakening of people. Why?

Because the awakening is Truth based, while they are lies and deception based.
Anything founded upon lies and deception is bound to collapse. 

Satan's name is Truth and He brings us freedom and peace by awakening us.

Freedom must be fought for actively, lest it's gone, especially on threatening times
such as this.

Joy Activism Link: https://www.ancient-forums.com/viewforum.php?f=27
http://www.joyofsatan.org – Operational
http://www.joyofsatan.com – Operational
http://www.satanisgod.org – Operational
https://satanslibrary.org/ExposingChristianity/
EXPOSING_CHRISTIANITY_MAIN.html – Operational
http://www.evilgoy.com – Operational

- High Priest Hooded Cobra 666
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